The aim of the study was to provide answers to a historical question that still remains only what was the "materialization" of meanings, only that which could be felt and measured. At the same time, reasoning about the form, rhythm, plasticity and other "aesthetic nonsenses" were discarded as unnecessary.
classical heritage" has successfully taken root in relation to the external form (even giving rise to the specific name "Stalin's Empire"). At the same time, the method of functional design of planning structures laid down by the constructivists was completely preserved. Why did the theoretical ideas of constructivists prove to be a substantive and procedural basis for mass design practice in the USSR, despite the prohibition of constructivism, despite the fact that as leaders, as rank-and-file members were forced to repent publicly of adherence to their projecting method and to abandon it?
Soviet historiography gaped in vain in answering these and similar questions, because researchers: art historians and architects, are almost completely immersed in the study of external stylistic features and design features of constructivist buildings.
But practically no one tries to answer questions about the causes of historical phenomena, revealing the role of the Soviet socio-political, totalitarian-command system in the processes of regulating the party-state power of architectural creativity in the USSR.
Methods
After 1928 in the Soviet Union, town-planning and architectural decisions were made regardless of the opinion of architects. These decisions were the result of Soviet programs: the movement of labor resources, the construction of power stations and transport communications, the resettlement of labor to near the new industrial objects, etc.
In particular, the decision to ban constructivism was inseparably linked with the beginning of the implementation of the industrialization plan. To understand the causes of these decisions and their relationship to the processes that took place within the architectural profession in the USSR, one have to only consider historical phenomena through the prism of the Soviet system of government, industrial policy, MarxistLeninist ideology, of the state and legislative regulation of the projecting process, and so on.
Only such a systemic representation is capable of reconstructing the architectural and town-planning tasks that the government has been solving during the period under investigation, and to reveal the reasons that led to the decision to dissolve creative architectural groups. Only an analysis of architectural phenomena through the prism of official architectural and town-planning policies allows one to answer the question of the motives for sharp changes in the course of Soviet architecture. Only through an understanding of the tasks of party and state power in the USSR can we understand those actions and also the ways of implementing them -the actions that the country's leadership purposefully and methodically applied to the profession of the architect with the aim of transforming it in the useful direction.
To identify the nature of the forced evolution of architectural and town-planning creativity and to understand why architectural and town-planning theorizing evoked in one moment that approval, and in another, on the contrary, sharp rejection by party structures, the work used a contextual method of investigation. It allows us to disclose the influence of the socio-political context of the period under study on the architectural and town-planning phenomena and the organizational and managerial realities of the existence of the architect's profession in the USSR.
Results
Soviet constructivism, despite its prohibition in 1932, continued to exist. After 1932, the method of constructivism was transformed into the so-called "Soviet functionalism"
and practiced in parallel with the style of "Stalin's Empire." Only the method of constructivists was used exclusively in the development of the spatial-functional content of the buildings and complexes. The "using of the classic heritage" within the style of the Stalin Empire, it was directed only at the formation of the structure and plastics of the facades.
The method of constructivists exists and still -in those its part, which is related to the optimization of the functional content of the design object.
Discussion

The method of constructivists -social reformism
At the heart of the constructivists' design method was the call for a radical transformation of the way of life of the country's population, for a radical change in the functional content of the habitat, for purposeful management of people's every day and productive behavior (social engineering). According to this "social reform" idea, every architectural structure was interpreted as a means of artificial organization of the processes of life and activity of people [2] . In the method of constructivists, the object of designing was, in fact, vital (household) or productive activity. And the architectural form of the structure served only as a means of materializing this activity.
Thus, the revolutionary content of the constructivists' method approach was that the architectural design with its plasticity, symbolism, tectonics and imagery became the object and subject of architectural reflection and design, and the production-household activity itself (Ilchenko 2016; [8] , 69-73).
At the same time, constructivists called the main goal of architectural activity not the making of a project embodying a naturally formed set of processes. But, first of all, work with the processes themselves -determination of the optimal set, clarifying the patterns of their spatial realization, determining the required nature of their connection to the whole and, ultimately, changing their composition and transforming their content in order to improve them and create a new style of life and movement.
Thus, the conceptual views of the constructivists radically changed the goal of architectural creativity -it was directed, first of all, in "creating the optimal organization of socio-cultural processes." And the building, its walls and partitions, was a secondary factor, the consequence of this organized processes, only "sketching" of this optimal organization (graphically depicted as a "functional structure"). Plus the arrangement (within the "functional zones") of the relevant equipment.
The main question is theoretical and methodological, which the constructivists have set themselves: how is the "vital activity" and "productive activity", has becoming the object of design, fixed and depicted?
Constructivists solved this question. And, in a very peculiar way -for the first time in the history of architecture they began to represent life activity as sets of household and production processes, as "functions", connected together according to certain rules.
Homogeneous "processes" graphically began to be depicted as "zones", where the same actions are performed, represented by the "arrangement of equipment" and as "links" between the zones, indicating the movement of people and goods (traffic graphs) ([2], 7). The totality of zones and connections was a "functional structure" 5) . Using this technique, constructivists replaced the continuous fluidity of "living"
processes by their conditional, static image. Thus, they formed an opportunity to work graphically with processes -to simulate them on paper: to integrate, transform, optimize, etc. In the creative method of constructivists, the "organization of the processes of life and activity" (organization of the functional structure) has become the main content of design, because the thoroughness of its elaboration ensured an economically advantageous "picture" of the process -it ensured the "saving of manpower" in the future exploitation ([2], 6-7).
The leader of constructivism M. J. Ginzburg believed that this method is equally applicable as in the design of residential and industrial buildings, and in the design of
This method fully corresponded to the tasks and ideology of the Soviet government, which, as a specific constituent unit of the new society, maintained the so-called "Working collective" -the unification of people at work (the collective of the shop, the brigade, the staff of a Soviet office), who moved into one "brigade" dwelling and began to coexist communally [1] .
The method of constructivists allowed to design such a settlement in the most rational, economical way.
Reasons for the prohibition of constructivism in the USSR
Why, despite the effectiveness of the constructivism design method, it, like other creative groups of the Soviet architectural avant-garde, was banned? Why, with the complete coincidence of its substantive program with the state ideology of the spatial arrangement of work collectives, was it rejected by the party-state apparatus?
Why instead of him, in the profession of the architect "from above" was decreed the "tracing-paper" of the artistic style, later called "Stalin's Empire", which all the Soviet architects should now unquestioningly follow?
Until now, the causes of this historical phenomenon remain unexplored.
Beginning in the mid-1920s, the Soviet leadership purposefully formed a departmental hierarchical apparatus for guiding industrialization. From the late 1920s onwards, since the beginning of the first five-year plan, it is facing an urgent need to promptly establish a strict executive order. Government needs an architect obliged to carry out mass, flow-conveyor designing of new industrial enterprises and settle them, on a nationwide scale, providing architectural and planning projects for the programs of People's Commissariats [7] .
The Soviet leadership sets the task of creating a nationwide system of project management, designed to provide the project documentation with a huge amount of construction work related to the construction of a huge number of new military-industrial production facilities, as well as the facilities of the extractive and processing industries that serve them. Under industrial, power, transport new buildings settlements are being built to accommodate workers and their families. Settlements of a very specific type and socio-organizational content -the so-called. "Socialist cities".
The presence of various professional views and ideas about the future of architecture and town planning in Soviet society, professional and ideological views, methodologies for project activities, etc., formed during several previous years within the framework of creative architectural communities [5, 9, 10, 12, 13] , hinders the desire of the authorities to turn the pre-revolutionary profession of "architect-creator", "architect-artist" into a mechanism Implementation of a unified state policy. The variative content of professional thinking and activity does not meet the idea of a uniform structure of the state and departmental system of project management, which is considered primarily as a means of providing project documents for the state industrial, transport, energy construction programs.
Organizers and members of creative groups were convinced of the correctness of their professional views, the peculiarities of their project approach, the goals of their creativity. They were wayward and independent. They could not be forced to do anything contrary to their professional views. Especially when they were sure that their ideas give a more correct result. They propagandized their own ideas, conceptual, theoretical, methodological principles. They were negate to impose on the typology of a communal dwelling for a room-family settlement, for the accommodation of workcommunal communes, the content of the concept of "socialist cities," or the nature of the system of "socialist settlement" ". of those who were able to realize government conceptual and regulatory prescriptions, Undoubtedly, despite their disobedience to state structures, the passivity with regard to the appeals of the authorities to perform certain tasks, both leaders and members of creative architectural associations aspired to be included in the nationwide project system. The desire to get a status of federal importance to there work in order to use public resources (financial, propaganda, ideological, organizational, etc.) to realize their ideas was fully motivated. In the conditions of a totalitarian state it would gave unlimited opportunities for the implementation of scientific and practical activities. Attraction of the state resource would made it possible to save huge expenses of personal time and forces for finding funds for publishing books and magazines, organizing exhibitions and competitions for the purpose of agitation and propaganda, and defending their position at conferences and congresses. Leaders of creative groups sincerely sought to include their groupings in state structures and to use the resource of these structures for their meaningful purposes.
Both leaders and rank-and-file members of creative groups tended to unite in one organization. But at the same time, so as not to lose its independence and maintain its individuality. This power could not be tolerated -constructivism and the Soviet architectural avant-garde, as a whole, did not fit into the system of mass project activity that it created, as well as the Union of Soviet Socialist Architects, formed for the control of any creative movements. The state of Stalin's type did not leave any loopholes for "independent creativity", it extended to the farthest corners of the architectural profession, because the profession of an architect in the USSR was reformed from "private" to "state". That is why constructivism was eliminated.
The authorities was resigning themselves to the existence of constructivism and other creative groups in architecture, only as long as the state system did not mature and did not form an understanding of how a unified national system of project management should be organized. After that, everything that did not fit into the "commandand-order" system, everything that turned out to be incompatible with the functioning of the "man-machine" of the architectural and design business was eliminated. Only what was consistent with the idea of a federalwide system for organizing the architectural profession was left.
System of mass design began to growth rapidly with its start. One of the basic requirements for knowledge, intended for use within the system, was the ability to express them in specific numerical values. In addition, they must be rationally justified.
As a consequence, the simplest, most obvious, thing that could be expressed in metric parameters was chosen for official distribution from the existing architectural representations at that time. It was selected only that did not require special qualification from a mass new-trained specialists, replenishing the scope of project activities.
The method of constructivism after its prohibition is "Soviet functionalism"
Why did the theoretical method of constructivists, after its prohibition, become the content and procedural basis of mass design practice in the USSR? How did it happen that the method of functional design of planning structures laid by the constructivists could get along with the project approach of "using the classical heritage"?
A specific feature of using the method of constructivists in mass design practice during the heyday of the "Stalin Empire style" was that, on the one hand, the method was used as the basis for the official methodology for designing buildings and structures.
And on the other hand, at the same time, it is separated from the process of formbuilding, which was carried out independently of the functional-planning study of the construction plan. Thus, the students of the Moscow Architectural Institute of the early 1930s. Recalled how they were taught to design an "architectural shell, form" apart from "functional content," i.e. The facade is separate from the layout: "our teachers led us along some unique path. They suggested not... to distract themselves from the main, as they said, themes, from the composition of the facade. They offered to simply choose any section you like from magazines, put them together in one strip and pay all attention to the facade. And, as far as I understood then, we had to carefully study only the main facade facing the street or square.... In practice, we had to make a beautiful facade, providing it with various architectural fragments or details, such as architectural cornices, intertwining rods, sandricks or platbands, balconies with balusters or without.
As a result, everyone got something. As the Renaissance, as Spain, as the Empire..." cannot be directly seen, just as one cannot hit the "post of atmospheric pressure" or stumble over the "meridian". But with the help of this, rather conditional, the means can be "seen" in any reality (of course, by modernizing it), the corresponding "functional processes", "functional structures", "functional zones".
Schemes of functional zoning turned out to be quite efficiently applicable in both rationing and criticism. They were also used in applied research -in case of inefficiency in the operation of the building, it was possible to impose a functional diagram on the construction plans and to identify a mismatch with the morphological features of the project. This allowed to identify the causes of inefficient operation and to adjust the design decision.
Conclusion
Constructivism (as well as Soviet functionalism) failed to create a methodological design tool that would allow to operate with the actual processes of life. That is, taken alone, outside their morphological appearance. And without this, an adequate study of life activity, its theoretical modeling, the construction of its new organization and subsequent design of its material shell became possible only in a narrow spectrum, in fact, of material processes.
The theoretical models used by the designers could reveal the relationship between the procedural structure and its spatial morphology in only one very narrow aspect:
when the processes were embodied in the operation of people with things and equipment, and also in specific trajectories, the movement of goods and people.
At the same time, the motion charts and functional zoning schemes were helpless in describing the "intangible" aspects of life that pertained to spiritual development, reproduction and transmission of culture, upbringing, intellectual development, and so on. That is, that were not inextricably linked with specific things and equipment. were recognized as important only in words. In fact, only utilitarian procedures were the object of design, and about "non-materialized" processes it was sentenced that they were "very, very important" and... also realized. But in practice it has always been more important to commission a new shop, or a giant factory, than to reflect on how to spatially morphologize the processes of cultural development or spiritual perfection of the workers of this plant. Production led to being. Material dominated over the idealism of the non-material. And the theoretical models of the design object again and again formed the mentality of the "functional" type in the next generation of professionals.
